Step-Over Pass Doors are ideal where the general public will not be using it as an egress.

ArmRLite’s Step-Over Pass Door for our welded aluminum and glass overhead door models is ideal for commercial use where the general public will not be using it as an egress. Most often seen in service bays and gas stations, ArmRLite’s Step-Over Pass Door can also be incorporated into our welded residential doors. This pass door can not be used as a public egress since the 4" bottom bar poses a tripping hazard. If you require a pass door without this 4" bottom bar, please refer to ArmRLite’s exclusive ADA Compliant Pass Door. The Step-Over Pass Door is not ADA Compliant and is recommended for private use only.

• Available on Overhead Doors up to 16' wide*
• Left, Right, or Center Location
• 5-Year Welded Frame Warranty**

*Please consult with ArmRLite regarding limitations.
**Except the top section when trolley operated.

Additional Pass Door Information
• Available on our Titan™, Electra™ and Custom C.I.™ Models
• Consult with ArmRLite regarding headroom requirements
• Floor must be leveled
• Pass door is designed to swing out only
• Fitted with standard hardware - custom hardware or panic bars available for an upgrade
• Windload values and energy efficiency values for sectional doors are void when assembly is fitted with pass doors.